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Introduction 

 As a student, I have observed my friends and peers in the midst of a mental health crisis. We are 

academically stressed, socially anxious, and need help keeping our respective cools as our lives continue 

to change. As access to data processing grows, many people have started using self-tracking to identify 

negative forces and find new opportunities in life.  

 The Quantified Self community (quantifiedself.com) is an example of the growing self-tracking 

movement. Members of this community track things like personal development, comfort, micro-

aggressions, mood, knowledge, first experiences, mindfulness, gratitude, reliability, productivity, 

satisfaction, curiosity, and love.  These people overcome accessibility barriers to self-tracking by hacking 1

existing technology like google sheets, or building their own tracking apps.  They are motivated to 2

improve their health, performance, and to find new life experiences.  Pitfalls that they experience include 3

tracking too many things or not tracking the right triggers and/or context.  Although the Quantified Self 4

process is heavily involved in data collection, the ultimate goal is to reflect on that data, extract insights, 

and make changes.  This makes it very important for interfaces to support self-reflection once data 5

collection has happened so that behavior can be realized and improvements can be made. 

 I want to focus on this reflective stage of self-tracking, and create a visualization interface that 

lets users think about their data and make healthy behavioral changes. Unfortunately, doing this isn’t as 
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easy as displaying a line graph tracking emotions 

over time.  6

 A line graph shows a person when they 

are and aren’t doing well. It might even show 

what may have caused a certain data point. It 

fails, however, to provide complete context 

surrounding the data or foster improvement, and 

if a line graph trends downward, someone may 

start to feel hopeless. 

 My goal is to design a self-tracking interface for mental health data that evokes a positive viewing 

experience, encourages progress, celebrates achievement, and highlights opportunities to reverse negative 

trends. In this paper I will discuss the culture and theory that informs my work, my methods of research, 

creative work, and my recommendations for future work in this field. 

  

Contextual Discussion 

 Narrative change is a process in psychotherapy where a patient understands a self-narrative (a 

story they are telling themselves about themselves), makes an argument against it, and realizes alternative 

self-narratives that might be more favorable to live by.  By representing self-narratives in data and 7

offering alternatives, people can complete the process of narrative change within the context of a mobile 

application.  Narrative change is great for people who need to move from a negative mental state to a 8

positive one.  It situations where someone is in a neutral mental state but still wants to improve, we can 9

look to Positive Psychology as a framework for happiness. 
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 Martin Seligman, after being elected president of the American Psychological Association, 

proposed a new subfield of psychology.  In his introduction of positive psychology, he described the 10

PERMA model, which defines well-being in five necessary facets: Positive Emotions, Engagement, 

Relationships, Meaning, and Accomplishment.  Experiencing positive emotions means doing more of 11

what brings enjoyment to daily life.  This should not and cannot be the sole contributor to well-being, 12

but is an important factor in it.  Having a sense of engagement comes from pursuing activities that are 13

interesting and focus-absorbing.  Deep, meaningful relationships fulfill humans’ inherent social needs.  14 15

Seeking meaning in life lets us realize something bigger than ourselves.  Accomplishment refers to 16

achieving goals and bettering ourselves.  17

 Giorgia Lupi is an experienced information designer and data visualization expert/pioneer/god; 

she offers tons of inspiration on designing data for context and narrative. Dear Data is a project where 

she and Stephanie Posavec decided to get to send each other visualizations of their everyday actions 

drawn on postcards and sent by mail every week for a year.  The resulting project is a series of whimsical 18

drawings that resemble the doodles of bored art students or avid journalers. Many of the drawings look 

inspired by natural things like flowers, tree branches, water ripples, dripping liquid, thumb prints, and 

biological cells. Other drawings look more mechanical, reminding me of encrypted code, motherboards, 

sheet music, and calendars. 
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 The approach that Giorgia uses when creating these visualizations is what she calls Data 

Humanism.  Data Humanism shifts the goal of data visualization from direct representation to thoughtful 19

storytelling.  Giorgia says that we must pay attention to the unseen limitations and nuances (context) in 20

data, because “Blindly putting numbers in a chart is like reviewing a movie by analyzing the chemical 

properties of the cellulose on which the images were recorded.”  Data Humanism is the method behind 21

the creation of the Dear Data drawings. It allowed the postcards to convey a message about the lives of 

the designers, and display the underlying narrative in data. 

 Certain mobile applications deliver progress tracking through achievements interfaces. I reviewed 

apps such as Balance and Elevate that have been successful in motivating users through a continued 

mental practices. These apps have beautiful interfaces that reward users for consistent usage and skill 

progression with achievements and badges. Proven reward systems like these are helpful for encouraging 

and celebrating progress, but fall short of providing opportunities to identify and reflect on personal 

narratives. Elevate’s skill measurement interface hints at personal narrative by giving users a view of how 

they have been allocating their focus. 
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Methodology 

 To get a foundation for my visual strategy, I conducted primary research on the perception of 

different data visualization styles. I gathered a diverse pool of data visualizations, including different 

methods and styles of representation. In an online survey, I displayed one image at a time and asked 

participants to imagine that it represented data from their daily emotions. Participants then indicated how 

positive or negative the image felt to them on a 1 to 7 scale. Almost all of the positively perceived images 

used a variety of bright colors; soft pinks, blues, and greens were frequent. Many involved plant/tree 

structures, which may indicate a form of growth or progress. Many looked hand drawn or organic in style, 

which may have been less intimidating and more natural to look at. Many involved an abundance of 

elements, which may create feelings of excitement. The negatively perceived images were more rigid in 

style and limited in color palette. There was also less visual evidence progression or growth in these 

visualizations, which might have been indicated by plant-like structures or a change in the scale of 

elements. After 174 responses, I concluded that we prefer data visualizations that are colorful, 

representational of nature, and visually abundant. 

 This visual strategy relies on biomimicry. The harshness of traditional charts and graphs is not 

agreeable to the kind of data I am working with, so I had to design a new style of visualization. 
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Skill measurement
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Elevate: 
Skill detail



Biomimicry is a process of design that uses nature as inspiration.  Using nature as a framework for data 22

visualization results in more organic visuals. Whenever I am designing a new piece of the product, I think 

about what natural processes I can use as a model, whether it be growing flowers or rippling water. 

 In order to create more mentally friendly self-tracking visualization, I needed a self-tracking 

system to source the data from. Months ago, I noticed that many of my friends write about their thoughts 

and actions in journals as a method to navigate mental distress. This led me to design a journaling 

application where users make entries about what’s going on in their lives. This would serve as my data 

collection method. In sum, my project would take data from journal entries (i.e. people’s words), and 

arrange them into visualizations that inspire a healthy understanding of one’s data and a willingness to 

improve on their practice. 

 Much of my process involved rapid prototyping. I knew that the experience of viewing data 

visualizations was central to the success of the product, so I spent a lot of time watching people react to it 

and listening to their thoughts. I went through many phases of iteration with peers and advisors, taking 

feedback very seriously and drastically changing the product if necessary. With each round of iteration 

and feedback, my goal was to find a solution that made people think positively about the data they were 

seeing, and feel encouraged to make more progress. 

 Benyus, Janine M.,. Design in Nature : Biomimicry. Visual Material. New York, NY : Bloomberg L.P., 2016.22
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 I involved my peers (a.k.a. college students, my target audience) in the conception of the product 

as well. I asked a handful of students to complete a worksheet including written and drawn responses. The 

worksheet presented images of things they might see in the app, and asked them to identify what they 

were looking at and what it could be used for, which provided a lot of good usability feedback for me to 

think about. Some of the questions asked them to generate lists of adjectives or make doodles visualizing 

certain emotions, which helped me make decisions on the actual content in the interface (e.g. vocabulary, 

tone-of-voice, animation). 

Questions about how some early achievement 
iterations are being understood.

Drawings illustrating ideal states of mind 
while using the app.



Creative Work 

 This project will take the form of a coded application. It will be installed into an existing 

journaling interface as the Skills and Insights feature. The feature will offer 6 Skills to grow. 

Skills are built in different ways, each counting progress made on a certain category of journal entry. A 

user see’s a skill-flower grow directly after making an entry, has the ability to view entries and words 

associated with that skill, and receives monthly reports on their progress. 

 The interface evokes a positive viewing experience by using organic forms and a varied color 

palette. It encourages and celebrates progress and as flowers grow, bloom, and are reported back. It 

highlights personal trends by displaying frequently used words on each topic. It allows for change by 

saving a report and resetting the achievements every month. 



Conclusion 

 The goal of this project is to facilitate continued journaling and self-reflection in a way that is 

pleasant and encouraging. The resulting product-feature is a skills and insights user interface that uses 

flower growth as a metaphor for personal progress and displays narrative with contextual data.  

 Biomimicry is traditionally used in product design as a means to create efficient systems.  This 23

project instead used the principles of biomimicry in a very visual sense. Organic visual paradigms relate 

well to how people want to think about their mental data, and has many potential applications. There is a 

lot of room for the exploration of different visualization types, the data sets they illustrate, and the varying 

levels of complexity in visualization of and interaction with the data. 

 Allowing for shifts in self-narrative during data-viewing is another concept that can be explored 

further. This includes the design of data and context in a way that communicates a narrative, and the 

ability of the user to identify and work towards alternative self-narratives. 
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